
#

10

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6007 209 5.58 1.6 32 1/8 9 1/4 34 7.03 4.12 119 14

CAREER INFORMATION

Games WonGames Started

58
2012: N/A 2013: Ankle (Q-W4 (played)+ O-W17) Concussion (P-W13) 2014: Ankle (P-
W13) Hamstring (O-W17 + Q-W1 (played) Playoffs) 2015: Calf (P-W16) 2016: N/A 2017: 
N/A 2018: Abdomen (O-W1), Achilles (O-W17)

INJURIES

Games Played

99

Any system where he can be used as a blocker and a rotational Slot WR

SUMMARY

7 year vet who has played in 99 games while starting 74 of them. In 2018 he played in 14 games and started 9.
2018 was his second season under HC Todd Bowels, OC Jeremy Bates, and WR Coach Karl Dorrell. He began the
year as a rotational WR, but eventually earned his way onto the field as the Slot WR to work the underneath
passing game and as a blocker, and in certain 2 WR sets where he was used as a blocker in the run game. Solid
overall AA, with solid COD, acceleration, and long speed, with solid size, length, and a good build. Solid on his
release, he attacks press coverage with very good competitive toughness by running at the CB aggressively in
both Soft-Shoe Press and vs Jams. He uses his release angles to gain the properleverage against Press and Off
Coverage, eating space vs Off with good spacial awareness on when to break at the top of his route. He uses
good play speed to find gaps vs Zone in the underneath and intermediate levels, bends his route progression
downfield based upon coverages, and runs through traffic on his release and stem without losing his sense of
timing. He uses his spacial awareness of when to break in order to get open, and has shown the ability to have a
good plant and drive on underneath routes in order to separate, even if he doesn’t use it enough.Good hands, he
is very good at catching within his frame while getting both hands on the ball, and also is able to extend and
pull down balls in front or behind his body. Good at maintaining possession through contact. Very good body
control and ability to adjust, he tracks the ball and contorts his body to catch balls outside of his frame with a
wide catch radius, is good at hi-pointing and extended his arms mid-air, and consistently lands with good
balance to maintain his momentum. He then uses his momentum to maximize yards after contact. Good in
clutch situations, and is reliable on 3rd and 4th downs. He uses his very good competitive toughness and good
play strength to be a very good blocker. He uses his frame to wall off LBs on outside runs, uses his good motor
to get to the second level and target safeties on inside runs, beats CBs with his strength as a blocker on runs
and in the screen game, and is good at chipping DEs and LBs off the edge while often providing key protection
for QBs on PA roll-outs. Does not create separation with his COD and burst at the LOS vs Press and instead
relies on securing leverage. Adequate separation quickness. He does not have the burst to separate from Trail-
Man, and vs Zone his planting is rounded and sloppy. With adequate mental processing he does not come back
to the ball on Hitches/Curls, his body language allows corners to tee off on his route breaks too often and he
doesn’t consistently use his hard plant on his break, his angles after breaking too often allow DBs to undercut
him and get a hand on the ball. His stem angles are predictable at times for DBs to feel what is coming.
Adequate on scramble drill, does not maintain his motor to help his QB. He does notwatch the ball all the way
in as he looks upfield too soon leading to the occasional drop. There were a handful of instance where he was
not on the same page as his QB, though it is unclear how much blame he should receive for this. Adequate YAC
ability, he doesn’t make DBs or LBs miss in open space enough and relies on his momentum to maximize his
yardage. Overall he is a solid depth WR that you can win with in a rotation. He is a very good blocker in the
screen game, constantly wins vs LB and safeties while blocking and takes them on fearlessly, has very good
body control on passes outside of his frame, and is good in clutch situations. He has adequate separation
quickness, doesn’t comeback to the ball, looks upfield too soon on the catch, and doesn’t make people miss in
the open field

MEASURABLES

2017-65 Catches (Team/Career High), 810 Rec YDs (Career High), 5 TDs (T-Career High) 
Career-No 1000 YD Season, 33.2 YPG, 6 Playoff TDs in 12 Games 

SCHEME FIT

KEY STATS

WORST

2018: @ @CLE 9/20, vs IND 10/14, @CHI 10/28, @MIA 11/04, vs NE 11/25

BEST

Tapes Viewed

PROJECTION

Pro Scouting Report

2-06-90 (29)

Solid depth WR that you can win with in a rotation by using him as a blocker in the running 
game or to chip Edge players in the passing game, and allowing him to work the 
underneath passing game in clutch 3rd/4th down situations. He will not create a lot of 
separation, does not help his QB in the scramble drill or by coming back to the ball, and is 
too predictable with his route running

Blocking, Strength at the POA, Motor, Body Control, and Clutch Situations

Burst to Separate, Coming Back to the Ball, Watching the Ball all the Way In, Scramble Drill, 
YAC.

Positions StartedWinning %

74 57

12 -UDFA - SEA

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Washington (WAUN)
TEAM

New York Jets

Slot WR

Kearse, JermaineSlot WR

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

Bugas, Chase


